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Granted Publishing Announces the Upcoming Release of a New Anancy Children’s Book by
Caribbean American Blogger, Eva Greene‐Wilson
Washington, DC, June 1, 2013 – Granted Publishing is pleased to announce the upcoming release of the first
in a series of brand new Anancy stories for children, Anancy’s Family Reunion, written by Caribbean
American blogger, Eva Greene‐Wilson, and illustrated by Charles Metze, III.
Readers will gladly get wrapped up in Anancy’s web of new tricks in these entertaining tales of the “spider
man”, a character well known to and loved by children and adults in West Africa and the Caribbean.
About the Book
In Anancy’s Family Reunion, Anancy has been up to his old tricks, but a visit from family will change
everything – or will it? This new and imaginative take on Anancy folklore will reintroduce a new
generation of children to a character deeply rooted in African and Caribbean oral tradition. Anancy’s Family
Reunion is appropriate for all ages, and children with reading abilities at the third grade (US) or year four
(UK) level can read the book independently. Adults will enjoy a return to their childhood while they share
a new story with their children about a character from their youth.
About the Author
Eva Greene Wilson is the Editor and owner of SocaMom.com, an award winning website for Caribbean
parents. Eva graduated Magna Cum Laude from North Carolina A&T State University with a degree in
Marketing. She has been writing and telling stories since she was a child and has used her talent as a
storyteller to entertain and educate the readers of her blog since 2011. Eva’s work has been featured on
BlogHer.com, and republished in print and online in b3 Caribbean Magazine and online in Outlish
Magazine.
In 2012, this busy wife and mother was honored with two Black Weblog Awards, Best New Blog and Best
Parenting Blog. She sponsors two offline groups for Caribbean parents in Washington, DC and Brooklyn,
NY, and hosts the annual Anancy Festival in Washington, DC with the Institute for Caribbean Studies. This
is Eva’s first children’s book.
About the Illustrator
Charles Metze III is a gifted illustrator. He earned a Master’s degree in Fine Arts from Howard University in
May 2013.
Availability
Anancy’s Family Reunion will be available for purchase on Amazon.com in digital and print formats, and on
SocaMom.com in print format on June 15, 2013. Review copies are available for reviewing press and
bloggers at bit.ly/anancybook.
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